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[image: Frame 380x248-1.png]Mechanical keyboards have individual springs on every key present on them. In such a keyboard, the physical switches have springs connected, giving them a pushback mechanism. Many fast typists prefer mechanical keyboards since their springiness and feel are different from the low-cost membrane keyboard found in most computers. Even gamers are fond of these mechanical keyboards. There is no denying that these keyboards are equally suitable for gamers and typists. 
 However, before delving into this world of mechanical keyboards, you need to try them. We know this is kind of impossible to try out every mechanical keyboard, but you can go through the review of each to discover the one suiting your needs. We can help you find the right feel when selecting mechanical keyboards. In addition to this guide, we have shared some cost-effective mechanical keyboards. You can read further to know about them.


	Logitech G PRO X Keyboard - Shroud Edition

 
Everyone wants to play with their exclusive designed keyboards as the legendary shooters do. The new edition of Logitech G has come up with the Shroud edition having new PRO series. This edition is highly portable incorporating a compact design. The new edition solves the problem with customizable kits. You can customize the keyboard keys by choosing from three separate switch types: GX Brown Tactile, GX Blue Clicky switches, or GX Red Linear. On the other hand, the keyboard has detachable micro USB cables. GX RED LINEAR SWITCHES have an advanced level of mechanical responsiveness, durability, and performance. These red linear switches are smooth and ideal for gamers who need to do double-tapping. 
 
	Dash keyboard 

 
The Das keyboard is perfect for professional use at the office. It comes with attractive and modern designs with abundant features. The Das keyboard is counted among the top mechanical keyboards because of its good features. As per the style is concerned, Das Keyboard 4 Professional succeeds in striking a pleasing balance between a professional and flashy aesthetic. The Keyboard is made more comfortable by the heavy metal front plate, which stays firmly on your desk. The Keyboard consists of two popular switches: clicky Cherry MX Blue and Cherry MX Brown. If you are fond of loud chatter of keywords, then it is better to go with Cherry MX Blue. This switch is kind of loud but responsive and feels wonderful while typing. 
 
	Redragon K552

 
If you desire to purchase a mechanical keyboard but, budget is your major constraint, you can check Redragon K552 mechanical keyboard. This ergonomic mechanical keyboard is made of durable metal and is worth considering. It contains 87 mechanical gaming keyboards compatible with Windows 8, 10, 7, and others. It has nearly 19 different lightning effects and consists of LED-backlit mechanical USB gaming. 
 
	Fujitsu Realforce R2 RGB

 
The Topre (Toe- prey) switch is admired by the ardent keyboard but isn't used because of the unaffordable cost. Topre remains in talks because of its rapid speed and is not like other mechanical switches. Fujitsu Keyboard is a manufacturer having a catalog of Topre keyboards. Coming out of the box, the real force R2 RGB consists of plastic and rubber keycaps. It can satisfy both the typist and the gamer by toggling between 1.5mm to 2mm, and 3mm actuation distances. There are several other reasons for buying it like excellent built and adjustable actuation points. 
 
	Logitech G915 Wireless Mechanical Keyboard

 
In addition to its built-in gaming capabilities, the Logitech G915 is perfect for creative users who use Photoshop, Premiere, Cinema 4D, Blender, and other creative applications. The keyboard is a bit sensitive if you pull hard on its keys because they are at risk of breaking. You will find a set of five macro keys on the left side of the keyboard, and this is the show-stealer. This meticulous piece is extremely thin and durable. It has a refined media controller to mute, skip and pause the media. You can get it for under $250
 
	Corsair K100 RGB Optical 

Want the best gaming keyboard? Grab your hands on the best mechanical one because it will serve all the purposes. You can't get enough of it because of several reasons, and one among them is responsive optical switches. The overall design of K100 is the same as that of K95, but the material is a bit different. K100 has new Corsair's mechanical switches and a big glowing iCue control wheel. The keyboard has Axon Hyper-Processing technology, which keeps it running. 
 
 
	Filco Majestouch 2

This Japanese Filco Majestouch is undoubtedly old but, a gold mechanical keyboard. It solves all the underlying problems related to typing and is the best mechanical keyboard. Filco Majestouch 2 allows limited customization, and its simplicity is the reason behind its popularity and also good Cherry MX switches selection. 
 
 
	Logitech G513 Carbon

 
Equipped with high-performance and aircraft-grade brushed aluminum,  this item is convenient for mechanical keyboard lovers. It is a subtle product for game lovers and consists of crisp and colorful RGB lighting.
 
 It features advanced GX Value clicky mechanical key switches, RGB technology, and premium alloy design. You can customize the RGB lights and choose from the three switches: GX Blue for clicky feedback, GX red for smooth keystrokes, and GX brown for direct feedback.
 
	Glorious GMMK Pro

 
Isn't keyboard customization a big topic in itself? The answer is yes. It would require a whole new article. So, here we are introducing Glorious GMMK Pro for those who desire a fully customizable keyboard. Though the barebones kit is needed to customize the keyboard. Glorious allows you to customize the whole setup from basic to advanced. The accessories of this keyboard are glorious like its name and work flawlessly. 
 
 
	ROCCAT Vulcan 

Featuring a triplex of illumination, durability, and speed, ROCCAT Vulcan has everything that would make you fall in love with it. Low maintenance and pure performance are the key strengths of this mechanical item. It is best for gamers who love hitting precise strokes. It has a detachable palm rest that allows users to adjust the setup comfortably. ROCCAT's mechanical keyboard consists of backlit media buttons allowing users to mute and unmute volume. The mechanical keyboard gives a crisp and tactile feel with responsiveness.
 
Conclusion
Although mechanical keyboards are plentiful on the market, these mechanical keyboards are worth considering. We have listed down several other options too. Now, it is up to you which keyboard would suit you the best per your requirements. According to the above list, choosing Logitech G513 Carbon and Logitech G PRO X  seems better. The best part about these mechanical keyboards is that you can customize them anytime. It is up to your personal preference to choose the mechanical keyboard you like. 
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